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Outline
• The discovery era

– History: high energy physics
– History: space age
– Magnetospheres

• Important interactions
• High Energy Astrophysics

– Cosmic rays
– X-rays
– Gamma-rays

• Science questions
– Cosmic ray accelerators
– Acceleration limits

• Next generation experiments

• What do we know
and when did we
know it?

• What do we want
to know but don’t?
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• 1900: C. T. R. Wilson: atmospheric ionization (terrestrial?)
• 1912: Victor Hess: altitude dependence of ionization (gamma rays?)

Hess: “The
results… appear
most likely
explainable by the
assumption that a
radiation of very
high penetration
power enters our
atmosphere from
above.”

Discovery of Höhenstrahlung (aka cosmic rays)

Chart adapted from C. Dermer
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What was this Höhenstrahlung?
By 1927 some observational evidence suggested that the intensity of cosmic rays
was affected by latitude, indicating that cosmic rays may consist of charged
particles.  Were they electrons?

Bothe and Kölhorster (1929) used a crude coincidence setup (Bothe Nobel prize
1954) to show that the radiation was most likely caused by high-energy particles.

Rossi improved on Bothe’s experimental technique by inventing the triode
multiple-coincidence circuit, which increased the time resolution of the
measurements by up to 100 times (µs). (Rossi, 1930, Nature, 125, 636)

In 1931 Rossi (Nuovo Cimento 8(3), 3) predicted that there should be an east-west
asymmetry in a spatial distribution of cosmic rays, dependent on the sign of their
electrical charge.

In 1932-33 a number of well know physicists (Alvarez, Auger, Compton,
T.H.Johnson, Leprince-Ringuet and Rossi) contributed observations that found an
excess from the west proving the particles had positive charge. (See T.H.Johnson,
1934, PhysRev 45, 569)
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1933 Rossi’s measurements in Eritrea helped
establish the east-west effect proving the cosmic

rays have positive charge

http://libraries.mit.edu/archives/exhibits/rossi/index.html
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Air showers

Air Cherenkov gamma
ray detectorsGround based detectors

Underground



Air showers provided a wealth
of particles to study
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~104 will hit you during
this lecture.
To escape, go
deep underground!

µ mesons are
plentiful at the

Earth’s
surface
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Discovery of the Positron: 1932

“… definitely
established the
existence of
positrons”

as predicted by
P.A.M. Dirac in
1928.

Positron produced
by cosmic radiation
seen in a cloud
chamber.
(Anderson, Phys.
Rev., 1933, 43, 491)
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Carl Anderson and Robert Millikan

Pike’s Peak, Colorado Springs, CO 1935 - observing the “mesotron” (muon)
C. D. Anderson and S. H. Neddermeyer, 1936, “Cloud chamber observations of
cosmic-rays at 4300 meter elevation and near sea level”, Phys. Rev. 50, 263.
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Neddermeyer and Anderson
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Nobel Prize 1936

"for his discovery of the positron”

Victor Franz HessCarl David Anderson

"for his discovery of cosmic radiation” 



Post war: heavy nuclei found
in cosmic rays (Freier et al.

1948), Fermi proposes (1949,
1954) two cosmic ray

acceleration mechanisms,
space race starts and the van

Allen belts are discovered
(1958).
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The beginning of cosmic ray astrophysics

1948, Physical Review, 74, 213

25 µ x 25 µ slice of emulsion showing heavy ion
track.  Fuzz around it is delta rays.

Charge identified from the range and ionization
to 12 < Z < 20, E > 5 BeV (aka GeV).

Abundance ~ Z>12 ~10-3 that of protons.
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Tree with many branches

   Mix history by subject rather than trying to
take history as a linear process
– Magnetosphere
– Sun and Heliosphere
– Important interactions in the High Energy

Universe (see other speakers for details)
– Galactic cosmic rays
– Role of X-ray astronomy
– Development of γ-ray astronomy
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SPUTNIK SPUTNIK –– BEGINNING OF THE BEGINNING OF THE
ERA OF SPACE SCIENCEERA OF SPACE SCIENCE

Credit: A. Moiseev

Sputnik, translated as "companion" (satellite), launched Oct 4, 1957 



NASA’s 50th Birthday
was last week. NASA was

officially formed
 29th of July 1958



Happy BirthdayG

Happy Birthday
NASA!

 YbdefghijkZ
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Explorer-1, January 1958:

James Van Allen
Observed unexpected saturation of
ionization detectors during some

fractions of the orbit (around Brazil)
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Sergey Vernov

James Van Allen

The first discovery in space –
Energetic trapped radiation in the Earth’s magnetic field:

                   Van Allen Radiation Belts
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Stanford University
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Tree with many branches

   Mix history by subject rather than trying to
take history as a linear process
– Magnetosphere
– Sun and Heliosphere
– Important interactions in the High Energy

Universe (see other speakers for details)
– Galactic cosmic rays
– Role of X-ray astronomy
– Development of γ-ray astronomy
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Adiabatic Invariants

• A characteristic parameter of a physical system that remains unchanged
if the transition of the system from one state to another is slow
(adiabatic).

• If the motion of a particle is described by (pi, dqi), the generalized
momenta and coordinates, then for each qi that is periodic, the action
integral

          is an invariant of motion over a complete period of cycle (oscillation) of qi
with specified initial conditions.

• Adiabatic invariants for particles in magnetic fields:
– First Adiabatic Invariant: associated with the gyration motion around B
– Second Adiabatic Invariant: associated with the longitudinal motion along B
– Third Adiabatic Invariant: associated with the drift motion of the guiding center

perpendicular to B

Prepared by N. Thakur  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adiabatic_invariant
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First Adiabatic Invariant

• Associated with: the gyration motion of the charged
particle around B.

• What remains invariant? The total magnetic flux
enclosed by a motion remains constant because the
magnetic moment, µ=(1/2mv2

perp)/B, is constant.

Prepared by N. Thakur

• Required conditions: Perturbation time
scale is much longer than the
cyclotron period.

• Force: Component of B perpendicular
to field exerts retarding force on
motion towards convergence.

• Results in: Magnetic mirroring and
trapping of particles.
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Gradient drift

Magnetic field strength B1

Magnetic field strength B2
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Inner Van Allen belt is very
stable: lifetimes = years

• Electron and proton drifts in earth’s
magnetic field: rg << RE

http://www.rijnh.nl/research/fusion_physics/computational_plasma_physics/edu/edu/deblank1.pdf)

Prepared by N. Thakur
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Timescales relevant for in-situ
measurements

1) The gyroradius (10-3 RE) so cycle time for 1 MeV
proton is typically a millisec

2) Bounce time between mirror points in Earth's
field is about a second

3) Drift time around Earth ~ 1 hour
4) Stability of inner belt ~ 10 years
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Energetic particles in low Earth orbit
and geomagnetic cutoff

Lowest latitude < 0.1 rad

Albedo e+, e- and protons from
the atmosphere

Intermediate latitude 0.5-0.6 rad

Galactic cosmic ray protons, helium
and electrons



Meanwhile others were
beginning to make in-situ

observations of the plasma
properties in space: B, particle

densities, flow speeds, etc.
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Mariner passed through the Earth’s bow shock
for the first time at 15:46 UT, on Oct 7, 1962
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A collisionless shock had
been discovered!

You will hear a lot about shocks during these
two weeks.  “Collisionless” means internal
collisions between particles are negligible.

In-situ measurements in the magnetosphere
and heliosphere have tested the ideas about
particle diffusion, wave generation and shock

acceleration.
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Tree with many branches

   Mix history by subject rather than trying to
take history as a linear process
– Magnetosphere
– Sun and Heliosphere
– Important interactions in the High Energy

Universe (see other speakers for details)
– Galactic cosmic rays
– Role of X-ray astronomy
– Development of γ-ray astronomy
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The Sun in
visible light

rotates 13.2° per
day (period 27
days) at the
equator, rate
decreases with
increasing
latitude.Note the sunspots
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Historical sunspot record
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Towards
Observer

Away from
Observer

SOHO

Dopplergram
of Sun’s
rotation
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Towards
Observer

Away from
Observer

45 Image
Average
Dopplergram
Minus
Polynominal
Fit shows
surface
motions due to
convection
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Astronomical ionic notation
(don’t blame me)

Chemical name - Roman numeral

I is unionized, II is one charge unit, 
III is 2 charge units, IX is 8 charge units

HI represents neutral hydrogen
HII ionized hydrogen
He II singly ionized helium
Fe IX iron nucleus with charge 8 

or 26-8=18 orbital electrons
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    10,000°K                         10,000°K                        28,000°K                    1,100,000°K

         Ca                                   H                                  He II                           Fe IX/X

  1,700,000°K                     2,200,000°K             3-6,000,000°K

       Fe XII                               FeXIV                          X-ray

Different temperatures pick out different
heights & features in the solar atmosphere
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Looking through
the Sun's
Atmosphere

Top to bottom:

• corona (X-ray)

• neutral H gas
(range of heights)

•  Chromosphere
(6000 km above
photosphere)

• visible surface,
about 6,000°K
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Magnetic field shapes the solar corona -- gas heated at the
feet to 106 K or more populates the magnetic loops
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Interplanetary magnetic field: Parker Spiral

For Vwind = 400 km/s, Bphi=Br at about 1 A.U.
so the field is radial close to the Sun, about 45 degrees from radial

at 1 AU, and almost 90 degrees from radial beyond 15 AU.

Figure from Parker, 1958, ApJ, 128, 664

Parker (1963)

Vwind = 1000 km/s
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Solar magnetic field

Large scale field is basically a dipole. B is “frozen in” to the collisionless
plasma and dragged out from the sun by the solar wind V = 300 - 1000 km/s.
Current sheet of flowing plasma separates the north from the south.  The
polarity reverses every 11 years (22 year cycle).
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A CME
moving into
interplanetary
space --
• the gas, and
embedded magnetic
field leave the Sun at
speeds of ~400-2000
km/s

• a coherent structure
moves through
interplanetary space



45Credit : J. R. Jokipii

Solar energetic particles (SEP) from
coronal mass ejections (CME)
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Direct measurements of
particle spectra in the Solar
wind on the ACE spacecraft
at L1
(Mewaldt et al. 2001)

-Thermal + CR populations
-suprathermal particles
  leak out of thermal pool
  into a CR population

CRgas

Injection from the thermal pool.
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High speed
streams leaving
the sun --
• the gas and
embedded magnetic
field above coronal
holes leave the Sun at
higher speeds

•The resulting
structures can persist
for many solar
rotations

•Particles are
accelerated at the
resultant shocks

Coronal holes are low density, lower temperature
regions in the solar corona.  The solar wind
leaves the sun above coronal holes.  The hole
structure is related to the magnetic solar cycle,
and the solar wind varies as a consequence.
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Figure 3.2

Pizzo (1985)

Co-rotating interaction region
• Interaction regions form

wherever fast solar wind
‘catches up’ with slower wind
ahead of it.

• A compression region forms
where the magnetic field lines
and plasma ‘pile up’. The
resulting pressure waves can
steepen into shocks.

• When a fast solar wind stream
originates from a stable coronal
hole persisting over many solar
rotations, the resulting
interaction region pattern
corotates with the Sun.

From presentation by Bob Forsyth, 2007
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Solar Wind and Earth’s Magnetosphere:
a nearby laboratory
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Cosmic ray flux is modulated by solar cycle

The flux below 20 GeV varies with
solar cycle and is anticorrelated
with number of sunspots.

The galactic cosmic rays must
swim upstream against the
outflowing solar wind.

The modulation is approximated by
a potential barrier (500-1000 MV)
as particles have to cross the
azimuthal field.

This ignores the effects of
particle drift in the field
gradients.
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Bieber et al, 1999
IS
10, ( +) ~ 1997

solar min. at positive phase
70, ( +) ~ 1999

solar max. at positive phase
70, ( !) ~ 2000

solar max. at negative phase

Y. Asaoka et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., in press.

BESS(97)
BESS(99)
BESS(00)

Y. Asaoka et al., PRL, Vol. 88, No. 5, 2002
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Solar magnetic field  22 year cycle
Sunspots & Neutron Monitors
11 year cycleNegative

Polarity
Negative
Polarity

Positive
Polarity

Positive
Polarity

2000

Field Reversal

Understanding Solar Modulation:
The role of gradient drift in the heliosphere
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What is the
Interstellar
Spectrum?

• What is the energy
density of cosmic rays
in the interstellar
medium?

• How do they
contribute to the
heating and dynamics
of the interstellar
medium?
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laboratory for Astrophysics

Direct measurements of collisionless shocks inside heliosphere
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Timescales relevant for in-situ
measurements

1) The gyroradius (10-3 RE) so cycle time for 1 MeV
proton is typically a millisec

2) Bounce time between mirror points in Earth's
field is about a second

3) Drift time around Earth ~ 1 hour
4) Stability of inner belt ~ 10 years

5) Solar field reversal period 22 years
6) Solar wind (400 km/s) to reach the termination

shock (129 AU) ~1 year
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The point being

• Magnetic fields are all over the place,
pushing particles around, creating barriers
for some and accelerating others.
– Very complex processes in detail
– Energetic particles can be used as probes of

the magnetic structures involved.
– In astrophysics we cannot observe the

particles directly, only indirectly through their
production of photons.
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The High Energy Universe
Hot gas >107 Kelvin
Non-thermal processes
Relativistic particles and plasmas
Galactic and Extragalactic scales
Collapsed stars
Requires observations in space

(with important exceptions)
– Interactions
– Galactic cosmic rays
– Role of X-ray astronomy
– Development of γ-ray astronomy



What kind of interactions are
important in the space

environment?
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Powers of ten and light
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Including TeV gamma-rays

Energy (eV)

Frequency (Hz)

Wavelength (m)

X-rays gamma-rays
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Definition of “perpendicular” shock.

Shocks are defined relative to
the shock normal.

A perpendicular shock is one
where B is perpendicular to
the normal to the shock front.

Hard to get particles to the
shock (have to cross the
field), but acceleration is
efficient.

ns

Vs = Vup - Vdown

Bdown
Bup

downstreamupstream

shock
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Definition of “parallel” shock.

Shocks are defined relative
to the shock normal.

A parallel shock is one
where B is parallel to the
normal to the shock front.

Multiple shock crossings
requires scattering by self-
generated waves.

ns

Vs = Vup - Vdown

Bdown
Bup

downstreamupstream

shock
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Of course real shocks are both
“parallel” and “perpendicular”.

ns

Vs = Vup - Vdown

Bdown

Bup

downstreamupstream

shock
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Gradient drift & a perpendicular shock.

Magnetic field strength B1

Magnetic field strength B2

Vs

E

With a perpendicular shock you have a force
 E = Vs/c x B

and efficient particle acceleration results.

ns



How does this
acceleration process
work in the
remnants of
exploded stars
(supernova
remnants)?

What process
operates in highly
magnetized spinning
neutron stars
(pulsars) and in the
jets formed by
supermassive black
holes in the centers
of galaxies?

Shock acceleration



Other interactions important in
 The High Energy Universe
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In the high energy
world, the energy is
too high for
electrons to remain
bound within atoms.
Cosmic rays are
highly relativistic
particles, mainly
protons and other
nuclei, but about 1%
electrons.  These
electrons play a
profound role in high
energy gamma-ray
astronomy.

Cosmic Ray Interactions

e-

e+

γ

Pair production
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Thermal Bremsstrahlung

hν
 = E 1-E

2

Nikola Tesla was the first scientist to study
X-rays produced by bremsstrahlung.

In a hot plasma there is a Maxwell-Boltzman
distribution of electrons at temperature T.

Intra cluster gas at 107 < T < 108 emits X-
rays allowing us to map the distribution of
dark matter.
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Thermal Bremsstrahlung
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 magnetic bremsstrahlung
 aka synchrotron radiation

The energy of the photons is
related to the strength of the
magnetic field and the energy
of electrons. We see this
“non-thermal” emission from
the radio to the x-rays.

The synchrotron photons can
then interact again with the
electrons making still higher
energy photons.

What are the processes by which the original nuclei and
electrons get to super relativistic energies?

Braking
radiation γ γ

γ γ

 e±

B
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Non-thermal bremsstrahlung:
synchrotron radiation

The discovery of synchrotron
radiation in a General Electric
synchrotron accelerator was
announced in May 1947
(Elder et al. Phys Rev, 71, 829)
in a 2 page paper entitled
"Radiation from Electrons in a
Synchrotron”.
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Radiative losses electrons

σ is the Thompson cross section, B is the magnetic field and
wph is the photon density.

The energy densities of photons are 0.26 eV cm3 for CMB, 0.20 eV cm3 for
reemitted radiation from dust grains, and 0.45 eV cm3 for stellar radiation,
respectively (Mathis et al., 1983).
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At extreme (>TeV) energies, we need to use the Klein-Nishina cross section.
We get b = 10-16 GeV/s (slightly energy dependent) using B = 5 µ-gauss.  In this
field, a 10 TeV particle looses half its energy in 15,000 years.
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Astrophysical synchrotron radiation:
from radio to x-rays

Radiation from M87's Energetic Jet is caused by high-energy electrons spiraling in
magnetic fields.  It was first detected in 1956 by Geoffrey R. Burbidge confirming
predictions by Alfvén and Herlofson in 1950, and I. S. Shklovskii in 1953.
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408 MHz non-thermal radio maps
shows nearest loops
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Cosmic
Rays

(electrons)
in other
Galaxies
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Magnetic fields and motion
• Where ever we encounter plasma with magnetic

fields B in motion V we can get an accelerator.
• This is ubiquitous in space leading to shocks on

scales from the Earth’s bow shock to enormous
jets of AGN powered by black holes.

• In astronomy we have galactic objects including
planets, stars, neutron stars, black holes, etc. and
even whole galaxies and clusters of galaxies that
accelerate particles.  This course is about how it
happens.

• Today we looked at the solar system.  Tomorrow,
“to the galaxy and beyond”.
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”Basking here in scholarly craze,Basking here in scholarly craze,
Cosmic questions we do raise,Cosmic questions we do raise,

Just because a guy named Hess,Just because a guy named Hess,
Ballooning up found more not less."Ballooning up found more not less."


